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OVERVIEW  

This bulletin has been prepared to provide simple instructions for how to retrieve information from 
the Petroleum Registry of Alberta. The instructions in this bulletin will be of particular value to: 

Non-operating Working Interest Owners looking to retrieve information previously sent out by their 
operating partners in the form of paper reports. As of July 2004 (June 2004 production month) 
many operators no longer send paper reports for volumetric and infrastructure related information 
that is available in the Registry. 

Non-accounting staff of Business Associates (BA’s) that may not be regular users of the Registry, 
but have an interest in accessing data from the Registry. 

Note that this bulletin should be considered as a “Quick Reference” for retrieving information from 
the Registry. We strongly recommend you take advantage of the Registry’s online training 
system. This system uses topic-by-topic modules that are easy to use, and give you practical 
hands-on examples of how to navigate in the Registry, input and retrieve information... all in a user-
friendly environment that simulates operating in the Registry.  Appendix 1 to this document provides 
specific recommendations on which modules you should review, and how to access the training 
modules. 

What is the Petroleum Registry? 

The Petroleum Registry is an Internet-accessed database of key petroleum-related information. The 
Registry is a joint initiative of the Department of Energy (DOE), the Energy and Utilities Board 
(EUB) and Alberta oil and gas producers. The mandate of the Registry is to simplify and streamline 
the collection, use, storage and distribution of infrastructure, volumetric and royalty-related 
information reported to the Ministry of Energy and industry partners. The primary goal of the 
Registry is to provide stakeholders with a single, cost-effective, authoritative source of secure, valid, 
standardized, sharable, and timely petroleum-related information. 

Who can have access to the Registry? 

A Business Associate (BA) is a legal entity, represented by a person, group, society, company or 
government that deals with the EUB and DOE on energy-related matters. In order to use the 
Registry; any individual or entity must be a Business Associate with a Business Associate Identifier 
(BA ID). BA’s that are operators of oil and gas facilities, and/or are named in the Registry in 
allocations for royalty purposes, are entitled to use the Registry. Access for staff within a BA is 
controlled by each BA’s User Security Administrator (USA).  

What kind of information can be retrieved from the Registry? 

The Registry contains the oil and gas volumetric, infrastructure and royalty information that is 
communicated between the oil and gas industry, the DOE and the EUB. The Registry’s security 
assures that BA’s can only access information they are entitled to see. Access to specific types of 
information by users can be further controlled by each BA’s USA.  

What are the formats in which information can be retrieved? 

Information in the Registry can be retrieved immediately on-line through “Queries”. Information can 
also be requested through .PDF and .CSV “Reports” that run overnight. Finally, information can be 
retrieved in “Industry Downloads” in .xml format. Most users will be interested in Reports and 
Queries. 
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STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS 
 
Step 1: Get ready to use the Registry:  

(Note: If you already have Internet access, a BA code, and a user ID and password, skip this step 
and go directly to STEP 2.  If you use the services of a Production Accounting Service Provider, or 
know who is the BA USA for your company, check with these parties first to save some time.) 

1. Ensure computer system meets the following minimum technical requirements 
 
Software 

 
• Microsoft Windows 95/98/NT 4.0/2000/XP 
• Internet Explorer 5.01+ or Netscape 6.1+ -both support 128-bit encryption* 

o NOTE: For the best performance, it is recommended that clients upgrade 
to Internet 6.0+ or Netscape 7.0+. 

o Whichever Internet browser you choose must have a minimum 128-bit 
encryption.  Without this level of encryption, clients will not be able to 
access the work area of the Registry.  
This encryption level provides security for those using the system and for 
the information contained in the Registry.  

• JavaScript enabled 
• Session Cookies must be enabled 
• Screen size 800x600  
 

Networking 
 
• Internet Access at 28.8 kbps or greater 
 
*Clients should be aware that the Registry’s Training Performance Support System (PSS) 
requires Internet Explorer 5.5 or higher. This differs from the minimum Registry 
requirements. 
 

2. Apply for access to the Registry 

The information for this process can be found on the “Apply for Access” link found on the front 
page of the Registry web site, located at: www.petroleumregistry.gov.ab.ca. 

Instructions are also available through the “Apply for Access” link to assist clients in how to set 
up their User Security Administrator (USA). 

NOTE: For security best practices, Registry passwords must be changed every  
90 days.  Clients are encouraged to use a password that is easy to remember and change. 
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Step 2: Retrieve your Information from the Registry 

As mentioned above, information can be retrieved from the Registry in three ways: Queries, 
Reports and Industry Downloads. Queries are requested online. Query results are made available 
immediately online. Reports are generally requested online, with results made available overnight, 
and delivered to the BA’s Inbox and the user’s e-mail address. Industry downloads are used to 
retrieve large volumes of data in XML format and are generally fed into another system (i.e. PA 
system).  They are used less frequently and are not covered in these instructions.  

1. Retrieving information Through Online Queries 
 

a. Available and Most Commonly Requested Queries 

The following table lists all the Queries available to all BA’s with access to the Registry. 
The only exception being data related to confidential and/or experimental wells and 
facilities are restricted to the operator and/or licensee of the well or facility, thus not 
available to other BA’s. 

Note: Some of these Queries are not available to all BA’s or users at a BA due to 
security settings. If a Query you want is not available to you, talk to your BA USA.   

Query Table (Most commonly accessed queries are highlighted) 

Topic Query Name Available to all BA’s with the following exceptions: 

Volumetric Volumetric Submission Pipelines, Meter Stations and Terminals limited to operators of the facilities 
identified  

Oil/LPG Pipeline Splits Oil/LPG Shipper/Owner 
Pipeline Splits 

Only the BA that submitted the split data can query it. (Delivering Facility 
Operator) 

  Oil/LPG Static Shipper List Limited to operators of the facilities identified 

  Transportation Allowance and 
Over Delivery Claims  

Only the BA that submitted the claim data can query it. (Delivering Facility 
Operator) 

Gas Pipeline Splits Gas Shipper/Owner Pipeline 
Splits 

Only the BA that submitted the split data can query it. (Delivering Facility 
Operator) 

  Gas Static Shipper Lists Limited to operators of the facilities identified 

Allocations Stream Allocation Factor Limited to the BA who submitted the stream allocation data. 

  Owner Allocation Factor Limited to BAs named as owners and the BA who submitted the owner 
allocation data. One owner cannot see another owner’s net share. 

  SAF/OAF Volumes 
Limited to BAs named as owners , operators of named facility and the BA who 
submitted the owner allocation data. One owner cannot see another owner’s net 
share. 

Infrastructure - Well Well Status   

  Well   

  Well Licence   

  Volumetric Gas Well Liquid   

Infrastructure - Facility Facility Information   

  Water Source Information   

Infrastructure – Crown 
Royalty Related Production Entities   
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Queries generally contain the same information as Registry Edit screens, but do not 
allow data entry. Queries show data that has been submitted to the Registry but do not 
show data that is stored in the Work in Progress (WIP) area of the Registry. 

b. Options for Requesting Queries 

You can access each query on the Registry menu in two distinct locations:  

• The Reports and Queries Registry page, and  
• The specific category or topic. 

Queries by Category 

You can access queries through specific categories or topics (for example, volumetric, 
allocation, pipeline splits).  For example, you can access a query for a Volumetric 
Submission by clicking on: 

Registry Menu ? Monthly Reporting? Volumetric? Query Volumetric Submissions 

Queries by the Reports and Queries Screen 

You can also access queries through the Reports and Queries page.  For example, you 
can access a query for a Volumetric Submission by clicking on: 

Registry Menu ? Reports and Queries? Queries? Query Volumetric Submissions 

2. Retrieving information through Report Requests 
 
a. Available and Most Commonly Requested Reports 

The following table lists all Reports available to all BA’s with access to the Registry. The 
only exception being data related to confidential and/or experimental wells and facilities 
are restricted to the operator and/or licensee of the well or facility, thus not available to 
other BA’s. 

Note: Some of these Reports are not available to all BA’s or users at a BA due to 
security settings. If a Query you want is not available to you, talk to your BA USA.   

Report Table 
This is a summary of the Registry's Reports. For specific information on report formats, the types of reports 
available, and whether reports are available as Overnight or Immediately queued processes, see the Reports 

Reference Table in the Registry Job Aids section of the Performance Support System . (Most commonly accessed 
reports are highlighted) 

Category 
Report 
Name 

Special Security – 
See Note Description of Content 

Ability to Save 
Parameters in CSV 

Security 
BA User by 
Role and 
Facility 

Named BA – USA only 
Details the role and facility access for each user. It 
can also be requested without users to show all the 
roles and tasks for the BA. 

No 

Security 
BA User by 
Role and Task Named BA – USA only 

Details the role and assigned tasks for each user. It 
can also be requested without users to show all the 
roles and tasks for the BA. 

No 
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Business 
Associate 

Business 
Associate 

  Limited information available regarding each 
Registry BA - for example, BA ID and status 

No 

Infrastructure Facility 
Infrastructure 

  Details regarding facility status, start and end dates, 
operator, etc. 

Yes 

Infrastructure 
Facility 
Operator 
History 

  Details regarding facility operator history No 

Infrastructure Well to Facility 
Links 

  Identifies the facility a well is linked to for volumetric 
reporting purposes 

No 

Infrastructure 
Well to 
Production 
Entity Links 

  Identifies the wells belonging to a unit No 

Infrastructure Raw Gas 
Allocations 

Named BAs only Identifies Raw Gas Allocations that the BA is 
named as either a seller or purchaser 

No 

Infrastructure Well Licenses   Lists wells and their license numbers No 

Infrastructure 
Well - 
Infrastructure   

Details the well data including operator pool, field 
pool, linked facility, operator, status, vintage, crown 
interest 

Yes 

Monthly 
Reporting 

Volumetric 
Facility Activity 

  Identifies, for each facility, by product, all activities 
and related volumes 

Yes 

Monthly 
Reporting 

Volumetric In 
Stream 
Components 

  
Identifies for each facility and applicable activity the 
reported/derived ISC products volume and energy Yes 

Monthly 
Reporting 

APMC 
Transportation 
and Over 
Delivery Claims  

Delivering Facility Operator 
only 

Identifies all volumes recorded as belonging to the 
owner APMC and any associated transportation 
allowance or over delivery claims reported 

Yes 

Monthly 
Reporting 

Oil/condensate 
APMC volumes 

Delivering Facility Operator 
only 

Identifies all volumes recorded as belonging to the 
owner APMC during pipeline split reporting 

No 

Monthly 
Reporting 

Pipeline Splits - 
Current 

Delivering Facility Operator 
only 

Details all current month pipeline splits and displays 
whether they are in balance or not. 

No 

Monthly 
Report ing 

Allocation – 
Owner 
Allocation 
Factor (OAF) 

BAs named as owners only 
can see  their net share 

Net owner share of volume and/or energy by 
stream for each applicable product and activity  

Yes 

Monthly 
Reporting 

Allocation – 
Stream 
Allocation 
Factor (SAF) 

Facility Operator who 
submitted the applicable 
SAF only 

The allocation (share) of a gross volume reported 
belonging to an applicable stream 

Yes 

Monthly 
Reporting 

Allocation – 
Variance 
SAF/OAF 
Volumes 

Facility Operator who 
submitted the applicable 
SAF only 

The variance between stream/owner volumes 
submitted for allocations and the total volume 
reported for volumetrics 

Yes 

Monthly 
Reporting 

Allocation 
Working 
Interest Owner 
(WIO) 

BAs named as owners can 
see the gross and their net 
share 

Gross and net owner share of volume and energy 
by stream for each applicable product and activity 

Yes 

Monthly 
Reporting 

Gas-Oil-LPG 
Operator 
Pipeline Splits  

Delivering and Custody 
Transfer Point Facility 
Operators identified only 

By facility details the gross and net volumes and/or 
energy by shipper, purchaser and owner Yes 

Monthly 
Reporting 

Gas-Oil-LPG 
Owner Pipeline 
Splits  

BAs named as owners only 
can see the gross and their 
net share. 

The owners net share of volume and/or energy by 
product and facility Yes 

Monthly 
Reporting 

Gas-Oil-LPG 
Shipper-
Purchaser 
Pipeline Splits  

BAs named as shipper or 
purchaser only can see the 
gross and their net share 

The shipper’s or purchaser’s net share of volume 
and/or energy by product and facility 

Yes 
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Five of the most common reports in the Registry that will assist you in getting information required 
for facilities and wells you have an interest in are: 

• Volumetric Facility Activity Report (information previously available through EUB volumetric 
“S” reports) 

• Allocation – Owner Allocation Factor (OAF) Report (information previously available through 
DOE “OAS” reports) 

• Allocation – Stream Allocation Factor (SAF) Report (information previously available through 
DOE “OAS” reports) 

• Allocation Working Interest Owner (WIO) Report (New July 2004) 
• Well Infrastructure Report (Information previously available through EUB “S4” report) 

 

b. Report Output Format Options 

These reports are available in two formats: 

• Portable Document Format (PDF) for which you must have Adobe Acrobat Reader 
installed on your computer in order to view the reports.  This format is easy to read 
and can be printed. 

• Comma Separated Values (CSV) format.  This format is not as easy to read but you 
can open this report in Excel where the information can be sorted and filtered. 

For both of these methods you will receive the reports as a batch file you can link to from 
your personal inbox (as listed on the Registry) or in your BA inbox on the Registry. 

c. Training Options for Requesting Reports 

There are three ways to get information on how to process reports in the Registry 

1. The training module 6.4b, which gives step-by-step interactive instructions on 
how to request various reports.  See Appendix 1 in this document for 
instructions on getting access to the Registry Online Training. 

2. Using Online Help in the Registry.  You can access online help for reports by 
clicking on Registry Menu ?  Reports and Queries ? Submit Report Request, 

then clicking on the Help Icon  and choose the report you want help with 
and click on it. 

3. The example in Appendix 2. 

d. Saving Report Parameters 

As indicated on the table certain report requests can be saved as a file on your desktop 
which enables you to subsequently batch upload the report request, according to those 
parameters. This eliminates the need to re-key report parameters for every request.  The 
following are instructions for saving and uploading report requests. 

Once a report request has been created the report parameters can be saved using the 
following steps: 

1. Click Save at the bottom of the report request 
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2. In the File Download window, click Save 
3. In the Save as box, select the folder in which you wish to save the report 

parameters 
4. In the File name box, type a file name that identifies the report parameters you 

are saving, and then click Save. 

To edit and submit the saved report request parameters: 

1. On the Registry Menu, click Upload Report Request 
2. On the Upload Report Request page, click Browse 
3. In the Choose file window, select the File Name  for the report parameters you 

wish to edit, and then click Open.  The Upload Report Request page displays, 
with the file you selected in the File Name box. 

4. Select Preview Before Submit, and then click Upload.  The Submit Report 
Request page displays, with the report you selected. 

5. Edit the report parameters you wish to change. 
6. Click Submit.  The Registry displays a status message indicating whether or not 

the submission was successful.  You will receive an email notification when the 
report is ready. 

3. Retrieving Ministry of Energy Reports and Invoices 
  

You can also retrieve Ministry Reports and Invoices from the Registry. 

The Manage Ministry Reporting page is used to view online, and download, reports and invoices 
that the Ministry has made available for your BA.  Three categories of reports, called report 
packages, may be accessed using this page: 

• DOE APMC/oil royalty reports 
• DOE Gas royalty reports 
• EUB volumetric deficiency invoice 

 

1. To display the Manage Ministry Reporting page, click Menu ?  Ministry Invoices and 
Statements ?  Manage Ministry Reporting. 

2. For the Report Received Date Range, type the start and end dates (YYYY-MM-DD) for 
the reports you would like to view. 

3. In the Report Package box, select the type of report you would like to view, select ALL 
to view a list that includes all types of reports. 

4. Click Go.  A list of reports belonging to the selected report packages appears in the 
lower section of the page. 

If there is more than one page of reports, you can view additional pages by clicking 

. 
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5. To access an individual report: 
a. Select the format type.  The following types are available: 

• Text (txt) 
• Portable Document Format (pdf) 
• Coma Separated Values (csv) 
• User/Department Defined Format (udf/ddf) 

b. To view a report online in a new browser window, click on the View hyperlink for 
the report. 

c. To download a report to your local PC or another network location, click on the 
Download hyperlink for the report. 
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APPENDIX 1 - Using the Registry’s Online Training and Calling the Service Desk 
 
 

Registry Training 
 
We strongly recommend you take advantage of the Registry’s online training system. This system 
uses topic-by-topic modules that are easy to use, and give you practical hands-on examples of how 
to navigate in the Registry, input and retrieve information... all in a user-friendly environment that 
simulates operating in the Registry.  
 
While the Comprehensive Training Package requires BA’s to pay a user fee (your BA may have 
already paid the fee), the modules applicable to retrieving basic information through Reports and 
Queries are free.  
 
The following modules are appropriate for learning to retrieve information from the Registry: 
 

• 1.1 Petroleum Registry of Alberta Overview 
-This recently updated module provides an excellent introduction to the Registry 
-Skip this overview if you are already familiar with the Registry 
-Estimated time to complete: less than 60 minutes 
 

• 6.4a Managing Reports and Queries (Overview)  
-Contains much the same information as what is in the rest of this bulletin 
-Skip this module if you have reviewed and fully understand this bulletin 
-Estimated time to complete: less than 40 minutes 
 

• 6.4b Managing Reports and Queries (Step-by-Step) 
-A very useful hands on module of how to retrieve specific reports 
-Also reviews how to save report requests so you don’t have to duplicate them month 
after month 
-We strongly recommend you review this module  
-Estimated time to complete: less than 30 minutes depending on which folders you 
elect to explore 
 

• 7.1c Managing Ministry Invoices and Statements 
-Only complete this module if you need to retrieve Ministry invoices and statements 
-Estimated time to complete: 15 minutes 
 

To gain access to these training modules, please contact Sheryl Moody - Training 
Administrator at: sheryl.moody@gov.ab.ca. 
 
 

Calling the Service Desk 
 
All questions about using the Registry can be answered by the Registry Service Desk: 
 
#  (403) 297-6111 (Calgary) 
#  1-800-992-1144 (other locations) 
E-mail  Petroleumregistry.energy@gov.ab.ca 
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APPENDIX 2 – Example for Retrieving a Report 
 
 

All report requests use similar functionality such as drop down lists  and look ups .  The 
following shows how to use these buttons: 
 

 Drop down list  
 
The following is one example of a drop down list, other drop down lists are used in the same 
manner. 
 

• When a report request has a look up button as shown below, click on  to get list 
 

 
 

• When the list comes up click on the desired item to populate this field. 

                      
 
 

Look Ups   
 
The following is one example of a look up; other look ups are used in the same manner. 
 
Facility Look Up 
 
This lookup is used in all processes where a facility code is required.  In order to use this lookup: 

1. From a Registry page, click  to the right of the current Facility text box.  The Facility 
Lookup will be displayed in a pop-up window. 

 

BT Battery 
CS Compressor Station 
CT Custom Treater 
GP Gas Plant 
GS  Gathering  System 
IF Injection facility 
MS Meter Station 
OS Oil Sands 
PL Pipeline 
RF Refinery 
TM Terminal 
WP Waste Plant 
WS Water Source 
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2. To narrow the list of facilities: 
a. In the Province text box, type or select a province. 

b. In the Type text box, type or select a facility type.   

c. In the Facility Name  text box, type a facility name or partial name. 

d. In the Operator ID text box, type an Operator ID or to display the Identifier Lookup, 

click  and select an operator ID. 
e. In the Location text boxes, type whole or partial location information, including Legal 

Subdivision (LSD), Section (SEC), Township (TWP), Range (RGE) and Meridian (M). 

When using these items to narrow the list for selection purposes all or only some of these 
fields can be used depending on how much information you have.  Be cautious of narrowing 
the search too much or no facilities will match the criteria entered. 

3. Click Go.  The available facilities section of the page will display a list of facilities that 
correspond to the criteria entered above. If there is more than one page of matches, you can 

view additional pages by, clicking . 

4. To select a facility from the Lookup list choose the desired facility in the Available list by 
clicking on it, move the selected facility or facilities to the selected list by clicking on the left 
arrow  between the boxes, the facility id will then move to the selected box. 

5. To accept the selected facility list, click OK.  The Facility Lookup will be removed from the 
screen and the selected facility will be copied to the Facility text box on the original Registry 
page. 
-or- 
To abandon the Facility Lookup, discarding any selections you may have made, click 
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Cancel.  The Facility Lookup will close and you will be returned to the original Registry 
page. 

 
Report Request 
 
The following is one example on how to request a report in the Registry. 
 
Volumetric Facility Activity Report 
 
To Access the Submit Report Request page click Registry Menu ?  Reports and Queries ?  
Submit Report Request  
 

• Choose a report from the drop down list 

            To get the drop down list click on  
 
SUBMIT REPORT REQUEST 

Report:  Volumetric Facility Activity Report
 

 
 

 
 

• Click Go. This opens the following page: 
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To restrict the data to be included in the report, complete any combination of the following: 
(when making this request all options cannot be set to ALL) 
 
Operator 

• Choose All operators or a List of operators.  If you want a list of operators use the list 

builder button, click on  to access the Business Associate List Builder. 
 
Facilities 

• Choose All facilities or a List of facilities.  If you want a list of facilities use the list builder 

button, click on  to access the Facility List Builder. 
 

Start Production Month 
• Choose the beginning production month you want the report for.  

 
End Production Month 

• Choose the ending production month you want the report for.  
 
Start Submission Date 

• If you are requesting the current production month use the default date.  If your start 
production month is other than the current month set the Start Submission Date as the first 
day of the month after the production month. (e.g., for May production, the Start Submission 
Date would be June 1st.) 

 
End Submission Date 

• This will default to the day the report is being requested.  This date can be left as the 
default.  
 

 The Start Production Month and End Production Month mark the production month(s) 
included in the report.  The Start Submission Date and End Submission Date mark the period for 
which data and amendments for that production month are included in the report. 

 
Activities 

• Unless you require this report for a specific activity select All otherwise click select and 
highlight the desired activity in the list. 

 
Products 

• Unless you require this report for a specific product select All otherwise click select and 
highlight the desired product in the list. 

 
From/To’s 

• For a report that contains information on all applicable facilities select All otherwise click 

List, and then click  to access the Facility List Builder.  It is recommended to select ALL. 
  

Wells 
• Choose All wells or a List of wells.  If you want a list of wells use the list builder button, click  

on  to access the Identifier List Builder. 
 

If selecting a list of wells it is recommended to choose all operators and all facilities. 
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Facility Activity Report Type 

• Choose All or one from the List, click on  to get list and choose one activity by clicking 
on it.  (Recommend that you choose all.) 

 
Report Format 

• Choose PDF (this will give you a report that is easy to read which can be opened in Adobe 
Acrobat Reader and printed) or CSV report (this will give you a comma separated values 
report which is not an easy to read report but can be opened in Excel to sort or filter as 
desired). 
 

Save 
To Save the report parameters so this report request can be recalled and used again see Step 2 
section 2(d) Saving Report Parameters in the main section of this document. 
 
Cancel 
If you click on cancel all data in the request will be lost 
 
Submit 
This report can now be submitted to the Registry for overnight processing. 
 
 

 


